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These
sessions
coming
through
the
communications portal are for you to experience
the immersion into the energy that is the Station of
Light in the dimension that it exists, in the
dimension that you are drawing yourself to because
you resonate with that dimensional field of
existence and this is why we come together in this
way.
This is why I am encouraging you to realize the
aspect of you that is a higher dimensional light body
and thus you are resonating with the energy field of
this dimensional Station of Light.
This is how we begin this session today. I am Lani
bringing you here and so I withdraw, stepping back
to allow the other Beings of Light to come through
to you, to all of us.

Giving you the experience of out
of time and your relationship to
the environment around you,
allows you to grow in your
consciousness field and many of
you are aware at the edge of your consciousness
field, it is the apparent – seemingly apparent –
unknown to you, where you might try to figure that
into your personal equation and your station in life
and yet you might also be figuring into that equation
what you have seen represented in various aspects
of your media shows.
In this space here where we draw you deeper into
this dimensional field of existence, you are open to
receive the inflow from your own higher evolved
aspect of Creation, of your highest evolved
individualization as a Being of Light. This is much
more powerful than what you have perceived
around you confined in time. At this current
experience in your civilization you are aware of
certain confines and limitations. These refer to
aspects of your creation-ed form and what has
been informed in that physical matter drawn in from
various aspects of ancestral positioning and
characteristics and also you have been informed
during the entire passage of a lifetime from the
environment presented to you – what you have
taken into you. Therefore, in this space, all of that
is disengaged from you, as if you come in for a
complete cleansing from the deepest aspect
internally of you to the outer aspects of your
physicality – your skin – your surrounding energy
field that reflects what is occurring within the body.
All of this can be initially cleared and cleansed from
you, if it is your time to allow this to occur.
The aspect of you always existing beyond time, has
the more powerful influence and coordination of all
of the experiences that are appropriate around you
for you now. Again, in this context we are referring
to the expansion of your consciousness field, to the
return to absorb the full potential.

We are referring in this moment to aspects that you
are aware of in your current technology of
imprinting devices to allow the creation of
something new. Specific printers, you call them 3D
printers.
Relating to aspects we have referred to over earlier
sessions of immersion into the Station, we refer you
to the imprint of the higher, evolved state of the
design, the energy DNA codes, for the perfected
physical form for your current experience in
civilization and moving forward.
We are outlining to you the changes you are
experiencing around you. You may already be
experiencing the glimpses - the visions – of the new
total civilization emerging, total in its concept.
Concepts include the totality of that particular
evolutionary phase and cycle and yet there is the
enormous potential to be accessed and unfolded
and manifested from that one concept of the
evolved next dimensional evolutionary pattern of
existence. Contained with that is the imprint we
refer to and this is the imprint for you as an
individual energy Being, bringing in this
evolutionary concept to be established. It is also
appropriate for you at this time to recognize that you
can be, according to your willingness, receiving the
imprint in the holistic body energy form for you as
an evolving bio-energetic being and thus you will
enact more with the imprint of this next dimensional
civilization.
There is much of this that you will not be able to
foresee or analyse because it is new to your
experience. Hold within you in this imprinting
design for you – the DNA designation – the imprint
of everything to be provided through the natural
resources, through the evolutionary processes,
through the expanding consciousness using biotechnology in its most informed highest evolved
aspect. You may already be aware of the misinformation and the distortion of the true purpose
for bio-plasmic technology and this comes from the
higher evolved states of consciousness that your
Galactic family are already using.

In another state of existence, this is you already
using this advanced bio-plasmic technology for the
civilization.
This is what you would say the plan and the
purpose for your existence. As this process
continues of this imprinting occurring, more of this
comes into your realization.
You are moving through a period of separation by
design – it is partially to do with this designated
higher evolved DNA system – and you will
understand as we are presenting these words to
you that this is another understanding of how your
current scientific knowledge base refers to the DNA
pattern – there is that higher imprint behind it,
encompassing it, just waiting for the full realization
to include the fulness of it. In this way, you have
been waiting to include the higher, infinite,
expanding state of awareness to come into your
conscious livingness – your conscious space.
All of this is surrounding you. We are just
presenting to you what is already there and what is
deeply known to you in the pattern. It is being
organized – coming into a state of order and
organization of this higher designated state for you
to exist in. It may help you to be aware that the older
existence is flowing out of you, like streams of water
carrying away the older misinformation patterns,
leaving you to be infused with the clearer light
frequency pattern.
This is the deliverance for you that we come
forward to present to you today, assisting you in this
way. Assemble it all to your appropriate
understanding, to that level that you resonate with,
particular words, particular energy systems,
particular colours in the vibration presented to you
in the holographic presentation you are immersed
in. Holographic presentations are also a reality.
This immersion in this dimensional Station of Light
is a reality which could be described as a
holographic reality. Make it real to your senses. It is
your choice, in everything which is presented to
you.

Follow your own pathways of your inner sensing as
you complete in this moment with us, the
reconnection to your original existence, bringing
that into you completely and that also is working
with the imprint upon you.

Even if you feel you are a beautiful, amazing,
perfect physical being, perhaps this is a different
element of you ready to receive this energy and you
will resonate with exactly what you need and what
is appropriate for you in this time.

Thus it is given. I withdraw now

Most of us have been affected by environmental
conditions during our lifetime and this is what has
been the emphasis of this session, to completely
clear that away to allow this higher imprint.

Orem out “

Now, this beautiful, golden Being – he has got some
sort of headband – I don’t know whether it is a band
or the shape of his head that looks different. You
may see more of this than I do, observing from a
distance, whereas I am observing it from inside.
That Being withdraws. Thank you.
Thank you, Orem. This is Lani again, but I am
receiving - I am enfolded in the presence of a
beautiful tall, golden light Energy Being. It has
come from a very evolved state of a pattern of
existence, observing, working with the Council of
Light existing in this dimensional space. This is one
of the Overseeing Galactic Beings, ready to
communicate and yet I am not sensing any words.
I am sensing that this Being is communicating at
this time in sounds rather than words that we would
recognise as words, and symbols, and is touching
you each, assisting the process of this beautiful
upgrade contained in the imprinting for this
civilisation you are merging into. It is all a very
beautiful alignment and processing.
I know you will be wanting more, as do I, and yet for
some reason this has to fill us in our energy core
essence. I feel it personally in my heart energy
centre and then through this representation here of
the energy body construct. This is what this Being
is assisting us with directly at this time and you are
being impressed to bring this back immediately into
your physical environment, being aware that cell by
cell you are receiving this energy upgrade through
the imprint.

I am filled with joy and gratitude for that.
I am grateful to be able to present this also to you
in this simple way, engaging you in the energy for
you to use. Thanks for being here.
Again, it is a constant reminder, to bring all of this
back completely into the core energy channel of
you, into your physicality, into the present moment,
so that you bring all of this in to transform you and
what is around you, in the highest possible way.
This ends this immersion into this dimensional
Station
of
Light
through
the
Omega
Communications Portal.
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